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Satirical comedy about Royal Family, The Windsors, not in breach of
broadcasting standards
The Broadcasting Standards Authority (BSA) has not upheld a complaint that four episodes
of a satirical comedy series, The Windsors, breached broadcasting standards. The show
parodied the British Royal Family and was classified Adults Only, and broadcast after
8.30pm on TVNZ 1.
The Authority acknowledged the form of satirical humour in The Windsors may be seen by
some as crude due to the language and sexual material, and may not be to everyone’s
liking.
However, the Authority found that humour and satire are important and valued forms of
expression, and said the right to freedom of expression includes the right to satirise public
figures, including heads of state.
“The episodes were clearly highly satirical. They were intended to provide humour and
entertainment to viewers by referring to, and giving satirical commentary on, topical events
involving the British Royal Family,” the Authority said.
The Authority found The Windsors did not exceed audience expectations of an
AO-classified satirical comedy series. The series had an AO classification, featured a prebroadcast warning, had an exaggerated, over-the-top comedic style, and was broadcast
after 8.30pm in the AO timeband. These contextual factors informed viewers of the likely
content of the show, which would enable them to make a different viewing choice. The
Authority therefore found that the episodes did not breach the good taste and decency
standard.
The Authority also did not uphold the complaint under the law and order, discrimination and
denigration and privacy standards.
ENDS
For more information contact Nicole Hickman on 027 313 0179.

FURTHER INFORMATION
The episodes were broadcast between 8 and 29 December 2016.
The full decision is available at http://bsa.govt.nz/decisions/latest.
The decision was made under the Good Taste and Decency, Law and Order, Discrimination and
Denigration and Privacy Standards of the Free-to-Air Television Code of Broadcasting Practice. The
Code has been in force since 1 April 2016 and is available at http://bsa.govt.nz/standards/overview.
ABOUT THE BROADCASTING STANDARDS AUTHORITY
The Broadcasting Standards Authority is an independent body that oversees the broadcasting
standards regime in New Zealand. We do this by determining complaints that broadcasts have
breached standards, by doing research and also by providing information about broadcasting
standards.
The Authority members are Peter Radich (Chair), Te Raumawhitu Kupenga and Paula Rose.
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